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Board of Early Education and Care 

 
December 13, 2011 
1:00 PM – 4:00 PM 

 

Department of Early Education and Care 
Northeast Regional Office 

360 Merrimack Street, 3rd Floor 
Lawrence, MA 01843 

 

 

MINUTES 
  
Members of the Board of Early Education and Care Present  
J.D. Chesloff, Chairperson 

Paul Reville, Secretary of EOE 
Chi-Cheng Huang, M.D. 
Carol Craig O’Brien  
Sharon Scott-Chandler, Esq.  
Mary Pat Messmer 
Eleonora Villegas-Reimers, Ph.D.  
Joan Wasser Gish, Esq. 

Cheryl Stanley, Ed.D. 
 
Sherri Killins, Ed.D, Commissioner of the Department and Secretary to the Board  

 
Members of the Board of Early Education and Care Absent  
Elizabeth Childs, M.D.  

Marilyn Chase, designee of JudyAnn Bigby, M.D., Secretary of EOHHS 
 
The meeting was called to order at 1:03 p.m. 
 
Welcome and Comments from the Chair 
Chairperson JD Chesloff welcomed participants and thanked them for attending the meeting. He 
specifically thanked Community Day Care Learning Center, which the Board members had the 

opportunity to visit that morning.  He commented that it was a tremendous place with incredible 
alignment with the public schools.  
 
Comments from the Secretary 
Secretary Paul Reville apologized for not being able to attend the visit that morning; he was 

addressing issues involving the Lawrence Public School District which was voted to be a level 5 
district.   He noted that this will cause significant changes to the city’s schools.  However, progress will 

be made to improve the schools and the community of Lawrence as a whole.  
 
Secretary Reville noted that after the last Board meeting, Governor Patrick conducted his Education 
Summit. The Secretary and the Governor appreciated the Board’s participation at the Summit during 
which members from the three Education Boards discussed the future of education in the 
Commonwealth, paying particular attention to closing the achievement gaps. Five guiding principles 

were the focus of the Summit. The first principle is a recommitment to high standards. It appears 
hopeful that grants will be available to gateway cities to enable communities to develop programs to 
help four year olds be ready to read. This grant proposal will come before the legislature for approval 
in January. The second principle is the creation of English Language Learning (ELL) camps and 
programs. The third principle addresses poverty and fostering educational achievement, including the 
development of wraparound councils that will concentrate on issues outside of schools. The fourth 

principle is career education and the fifth is supporting innovation in the public schools.  
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Secretary Reville provided an update on the FY2013 budget. He noted that this will be another difficult 
year and that, even though tax revenues have increased, expenditures have also increased. He added 
that it will be difficult for the Commonwealth to maintain services.  However, Governor Patrick will 
maintain early education as a priority but with some sacrifices. 

 
The Secretary’s office, along with the Governor’s office, is keeping their fingers crossed on the 
outcome of the Early Learning Challenge Grant. Both offices are optimistic about the results of the 
grant competition.  [Note:  After the December 13, 2011 Board meeting, Massachusetts learned that it 
was awarded $50 million in Early Learning Challenge Grant funding.  Massachusetts was one of nine 
states – out of thirty-five applicants – to be awarded Early Learning Challenge Grant funds in the 
Federal Race to the Top competition.] 

 
Comments from the Commissioner 
Relevant document included in the Board materials: 

 Commissioner’s Report, dated December 13, 2011 
 

Commissioner Killins thanked everyone for attending today’s Board meeting and also thanked 

Community Day Care of Lawrence for hosting the Board at its program and thanked Senator Barry 
Finegold and  Representative Marcos Devers for accompanying the Board on the program visit.  
 
Commissioner Killins submitted her monthly report to the Board and highlighted the following topics, 
which are detailed in the Commissioner’s Report dated December 13, 2011: 
 
Staffing 

Anita Moeller assumed the leadership role of the Regional Director for the Northeast Regional Office on 
December 5, 2011.  In addition to her role of Northeast Regional Director, Ms. Moeller will continue to 
provide leadership to the Child Care Resource and Referral Agencies.  

 
John (Jay) Swanson began his employment at EEC as the Policy Analyst for QRIS/UPK.  Mr. Swanson 

most recently worked at the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education in their Program 
Quality Assurance Unit.   

 
Rate Reform 
Commissioner Killins reported that Hanover Research will release a survey to all programs currently 
participating in the Quality Rating and Improvement System (QRIS) to gather data and information on 
the cost of providing quality early education and care services.   

 

Legislative Report 
EEC is in the process of drafting its Annual Report to the Legislature due February 15, 2012.  
Accomplishments and activities included in this report cover the time period February 2011 – February 
2012.  This report satisfies the Board’s mandate to submit an annual report to the legislature 
describing its progress in achieving its goals and implementing programs.   

 

Professional Qualifications Registry 

Commissioner Killins noted that updates being made to the Professional Qualifications Registry (PQR) 
are on schedule to ensure that educators can renew their registrations beginning on January 1, 2012.  
Since the PQ Registry went live on June 18, 2010, over 48,803 educator records have been added to 
the Registry. The PQ Registry averaged almost 300 new registrations each week in November with 
more programs listing their staff each day.  

 
Early Educator Student Loan Information Network 

The Department is excited to share an initiative of the Bessie Tartt Wilson Initiative for Children known 
as the Early Educator Student Loan Information Network. BTWIC has produced informational packets, 
brochures, and presentations to help early educators better understand student loan management.   

 
QRIS course 
On December 1, 2011, an on-line 12 hour course on the fundamentals of the MA Quality Rating and 

Improvement System (QRIS) was released in English and Spanish.  Portuguese and Haitian Creole 
versions will also be released soon.   
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UPK grant changes and alignment with QRIS 
Since the launch of QRIS, EEC has worked to align the Universal Pre-Kindergarten (UPK) grants with 
QRIS.  EEC will develop additional policy objectives for the alignment of UPK and QRIS which will be 
included in the FY2013 UPK RFR. Among the objectives, EEC will incorporate a broader definition of 

“high needs children” that is consistent with its definition in the Race to the Top-Early Learning 
Challenge grant application.  

 
Wellesley Center for Women QRIS reliability visits 
Commissioner Killins reported that the Center for Women at Wellesley College will conduct the 
Environmental Rating Scales (ERS) observation visits required for all classrooms in programs that self-
assessed at Level 3 or 4 on the QRIS. A representative will contact programs during the month of 

December to schedule the observation visits which will be conducted over the next four months.  
 

Needs Assessment 

Commissioner Killins thanked programs and providers as well as the Educator and Provider Support 
(EPS) and Coordinated Family and Community Engagement (CFCE) grantees for their participation in 
the Needs Assessment. The consultants are analyzing the data and will have a draft report by 

December 31st with a presentation to the Board in January.  
 

Pre-K to 3 Alignment 
EEC and the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (ESE), in partnership with the MA 
Head Start State Collaboration Office (HSSCO), are continuing a series of regional community 
meetings to promote continuity of services and effective transition of Head Start children into public 
schools.  

 
Assessment Grant Training 
Commissioner Killins reported that the Aspire Institute at Wheelock College will design and coordinate 
training on assessment and screening tools and on QRIS measurement tools to support quality 
improvement in programs serving children birth to 13 across Massachusetts. Wheelock’s Aspire 

Institute will work collaboratively with EEC’s regional Educator and Provider Support Grantees to 
identify and recruit participants, to deliver training, and to distribute assessment tools.    

 
MOUs in Springfield and Holyoke 
Commissioner Killins reported that she is continuing to work with Springfield Public Schools to move 
forward on the preK-3rd grade linkages. In addition, she has signed an MOU with Holyoke Public 
Schools. 

 

Conferences - Reach Out and Read and Early Literacy 
Commissioner Killins noted that November was a great month for conferences. The Reach Out and 
Read, Journey toward Literacy conference occurred in Haverhill and the second one will be held in 
Brockton.  This conference offers a great opportunity to teach educators the importance of maintaining 
home language while supporting children’s ability to grow in English development.  

 

EEC and ESE hosted a “Brain Building and Early Literacy and Numeracy: Strategies and Supports for 

Young Children (Birth to 8)” conference in Boston on November 17th, Worcester on November 18th, 
and Westfield on November 19th.  Over 400 educators from the mixed-delivery system attended one 
of these events, all of which were met with great enthusiasm by participants.  The conference focused 
on five domains of child development with different tracks for learning: literacy; numeracy; social-
emotional development; family and community engagement; and leadership and professional 
development.   

 

Help Me Grow 
EEC is moving forward with the Help Me Grow Initiative. Paul Dworkin, MD attended the Advisory 
Council meeting and conducted a conference call with the ten CFCE grantees who are piloting this 
initiative. Dr. Dworkin emphasized the importance of the grantees’ work, by engaging families and 
supporting local resource and referral inventory, is to the effectiveness of Help Me Grow. 

 

Higher Education SCOPE Committee 
On December 16, 2011, Commissioner Killins and EEC staff will meet with the Department of Higher 
Education’s SCOPE committee to discuss the Institutes of Higher Education (IHEs) study in depth. 
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Birth to 8 Leadership Institute 
Commissioner Killins reported that 122 individuals representing 30 teams have been accepted for the 
Birth to 8 Leadership Institute in 2012 and of these, 91 individuals have confirmed their participation.  

CAYL Institute is in the process of researching, interviewing and examining the work and identifying 
speaker candidates as well as designing an appropriate learning environment for the three meetings.   

 
Early Learning Challenge Grant 
Commissioner Killins stated that there should be ELC award decisions announced by this Friday.  She 
commented that she was extremely appreciative of the opportunity, whether Massachusetts receives 
the grant or not. 

 
 
Statements from the Public  

The Board of Early Education and Care makes up to 30 minutes available for persons in the audience 
to address the Board on specific agenda items. In order to hear as many speakers as possible, the 
Board limits individuals to three minutes, although written material of any length can be submitted to 

Chairperson Chesloff or Commissioner Killins. 
 

 George Richardson, Transportation consultant, Alliance Services of Metro Boston – 
testified that he represents a number of small transportation providers in the Metro Boston 
area.  He noted that without a transportation system, early education and care would not be 
able to function in urban areas. He asked that his members be able to have input into 
transportation decisions and have a voice.   

 
 Ardith Wieworka, Executive Vice President, Child Development and Education, Inc. – 

testified that CDE shares EEC’s commitment to safety. She stated that Transpro, the sister 
agency of CDE, transports 2000 children per day, making more than 1.5 million trips per year. 
Families would not be able to keep their jobs without transportation for their children to and 

from early education and care programs.  Ms. Wieworka requested that EEC establish a 
working group with those who do this work on a daily basis to review and develop 

transportation policies.  
 

 Sharon Thompson, Deputy Executive Director, Community Day Care of Lawrence, 
Inc. - thanked the Board for coming to her program this morning. She then requested an 
increase to $15 per day for transportation. Community Day Care of Lawrence transports 357 
children and is operating at a loss of $1,086 per day which impacts the program excellence 

they are striving to achieve. Ms. Thompson agreed with Mr. Richardson and Ms. Wieworka that 
those delivering the services need to be at the table. 
 

 Rhadames Ortega, Driver, Clarendon Family Day Care, Inc. – testified that he has 
provided transportation services to Clarendon for 12 years.  He requested a daily 
transportation rate of $16. 

 

 Wayne Ysaguirre, President, Associated Early Care and Education – reported on the 
new transportation measures that Associated undertook following the death of Gabriel Pierre 
in September. He stated that the safety of children is most important but that meeting and 
exceeding state mandates is not enough.   

 
Chairperson Chesloff asked Mr. Ysaguirre to describe how he found the implementation of the new 
measures across his program.  Mr. Ysaguirre noted that it varied, depending on the method 

implemented.   He further noted that changes to transportation would require investment from the 
state.  
 

 Dianne Russell, Project Coordinator and Susan Mitchell, Project Director, Early 
Reading First – informed the Board about Project EStRELLA (Early Steps toward Reading, 
Education, Language & Literacy Acquisition), a grant that is awarded to school districts and is 

administered by the Greater Lawrence Community Action Council, Inc. The EStRELLA program 
prepares preschool children to enter kindergarten and provides professional development, 
assessment and curriculum, and parent engagement.  Ms. Russell provided handouts that 
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detailed the growth of Project EStRELLA. 
 

 Bill Eddy, Executive Director, Massachusetts Association of Day Care Agencies 
(MADCA) – provided comments and requested changes to the Transportation Policy that went 

into effect December 12, 2011.   Mr. Eddy stated that EEC’s rates are not based on the current 
cost of transportation and asked the Board to show leadership on this issue. He proposed 
raising the rates from $9 to $15 a day and is seeking a budget amendment of $20M from the 
legislature to cover these costs. 
 

 Emily Hoffman, Program Coordinator, Pathways to Family Success - provided the 
Board with an overview of the Pathways to Family Success Program in Lawrence, a family 

literacy initiative that provide a system of integrated literacy and support services for both 
parents and children.  She asked the Board to consider this type of model for future use.  She 
provided a copy of the service agencies directory for the Board’s review.  

 
End of Public Comment Period. 
 

Routine Business: 
 
Approval of November 8, 2011 Minutes - Vote 
 
Board Member Joan Wasser Gish requested that her statement in the first paragraph on page 8 of the 
November 8th minutes be clarified to reflect her request for further discussion in order to strike the 
appropriate balance.  

 
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was:  
VOTED that the Board of Early Education and Care approve the minutes of the November 8, 
2011 Board meeting, as presented by the Commissioner, with Board Member Wasser Gish’s 
clarification. The motion passed.  Board Member Cheryl Stanley abstained. 

 
Board Committee Reports 

 
 Fiscal 
 
William Concannon, EEC Deputy Commissioner for Administration, provided the Board with an update 
from the Fiscal Committee.  He reported that the Committee reviewed EEC caseload, information 
regarding the Unified IT System, and discussed the Career Ladder and Compensation report from the 

Bessie Tartt Foundation.  Deputy Commissioner Concannon noted that the caseload deficit for FY12 
has started to level off; the Income Eligible deficit is now projected at less than $1M.  
 
 Policy and Research 
 
Board Member Wasser Gish noted that she will provide an overview of the Committee’s discussions on 

transportation and the CCR&Rs during the time set aside for these topics on today’s agenda. 

 
 Planning and Evaluation 
 
Board Member Carol Craig O’Brien reported that the Planning and Evaluation Committee met on 
November 29, 2011.  She updated the Board that the Needs Assessment is on track and the 
Committee will be seeing preliminary results at its December meeting.  She also confirmed that the 
Committee will meet with Commissioner Killins and a Department of Higher Education Board Member 

at that time. Board Member Craig O’Brien invited the Policy and Research Committee to have a joint 
conversation about the alignment of UPK with QRIS and the restructuring of the UPK program.   
 
 Advisory Council 
 
Board Member Eleonora Villegas-Reimers reported that the Advisory Council discussed rate reform and 

developed suggestions for EEC’s consideration, including but not limited to, rates do not need to be 
based on “per child per day”; program quality should be considered; review child care rates in other 
states; and regional differences may impact rates.  
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 Disclosures:  

 
Board Member Carol Craig O’Brien verbally disclosed that her employer, Westwood Public Schools, 

currently receives CFCE and early education 262 funding and is interested in receiving additional 
funding.  Board Member Villegas-Reimers verbally disclosed that her employer is Wheelock College.  
Board Member Sharon Scott-Chandler verbally disclosed that her employer, ABCD, Inc. receives EEC 
funding and has an interest in transportation regulations and the facilities report.  Board Member Mary 
Pat Mesmer submitted a written disclosure that her employer, Cape Cod Child Development, is an EEC 
grantee and contract recipient and has an interest in the proposed Transportation Provider 
Performance Standards and potential regulations, FY2013 EPS grant, and the facilities report. 

 
Items for Discussion and Action: 

 

I. Transportation: Preliminary Proposed Regulatory Amendments – Discussion 
Relevant documents included in Board materials:   

 Improving Transportation Services in Early Education and Care Settings, PowerPoint, 

dated December 13, 2011 
 

After hearing the statements from the public, Commissioner Killins reported that EEC will establish a 
workgroup on transportation for early education and care. She stated that this workgroup should 
begin work in January and will be authorized to meet for a period of 6 weeks.  The charge of this 
workgroup will be to provide the Department with feedback and recommendations by mid-February. 
 

Commissioner Killins noted that EEC distributed a revised transportation policy which incorporated 
feedback from the field and became effective December 12th. She explained that there are three 
areas that require further discussion: provider responsibility, vehicle monitoring and window tinting.  
Commissioner Killins stated that EEC plans to work with the RMV, DOT and HST to ensure its 
regulations and policies align with the existing laws of the Commonwealth.  

 
Board Member Wasser Gish provided the Board with an overview of the Policy and Research 

Committee’s transportation discussion.  Regarding provider responsibility, the Committee stated that 
the regulations and policies need to clearly define the duties and expectations of child care providers 
before promulgation.  The Committee requested a better understanding of the efficiency of electronic 
vehicle monitoring devices, as well as the costs associated with the purchase and installation of these 
devices.  The Department should also consider leveraging its bargaining power at the state level to 
procure these devices and installation services in bulk.  Lastly, the Committee asked for more data 

related to the elimination of window tinting and the number of vehicles that would be impacted as well 
as the costs involved.  
 
Chairperson Chesloff clarified that an Ad Hoc Working Group on transportation was authorized for the 
purpose of reviewing the existing transportation regulations through a safety lens and acknowledged 
the tremendous work conducted by EEC’s legal unit to identify best practices that were not being used 

in Massachusetts. He asserted that the September incident was not the result of a lack of health and 

safety policies, but rather a failure by an individual to follow through in implementing the existing laws 
and policies. Chairperson Chesloff stressed the importance of balancing health and safety without 
being overly burdensome in amending the existing regulations and policies. 
 

II. FY13 Grant and Contract Planning: Educator/Provider Supports and CCR&Rs – 
Discussion   

a. FY13 Educator/Provider Supports 

Relevant documents included in Board materials:   
 Educator and Provider Support Continuation Grant FY2013, PowerPoint, dated 

December 13, 2011 

Phil Baimas, EEC Director of Educator and Provider Support, began with a brief summary of the 
current Educator/Provider Support (EPS) grants and referred Board members to the material in their 

Board binders.  In FY2012, EPS grant funding was reduced to $3.17M.  Of the available funds, 25% 

were earmarked for coaching and mentoring and 33% were targeted for competency development. In 
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FY2012, the CAYL Institute worked with each grantee on an Acceleration Plan to advance individual 
goals and address challenges, which varied from region.   

Mr. Baimas reported that UMass Boston had studied the delivery system for professional development 
from its inception and presented the study’s recommendations to help shape system development and 

focus investment: (1) Governance; (2) Communication; (3) Professional Development Services and 
Alignment; and (4) Use of data to inform regional practice. He added that the complete study is 
available on EEC’s website.  

Mr. Baimas stated that these grants serve three service areas: educator and provider planning, 
coaching and mentoring and competency development.  Grantees deliver services through individual 
professional development plans, coaching and consultation, and coursework. He highlighted that the 
EPS grantees were an integral part of the Commonwealth’s Early Learning Challenge application.  To 

accomplish the grant’s goals and to align with the ELC application, EEC proposes the following changes 
to the FY2013 EPS Continuation Grant: 

 Changes to the Overall Grant Requirements, include: (1) initiatives and activities must be 
clearly linked to QRIS; (2) activities shall be labeled as “Brain Building In Progress”; (3) 
intentional collaboration with regional Readiness Center will be required; (4) an expectation to 
implement state-wide initiatives at the regional and local levels; (5) prioritization of services 

for educators in programs serving “high needs” children and programs in QRIS; (6) efforts to 
improve teacher quality by leveraging joint professional development across the mixed 
delivery system with other EEC grantees, school districts, ESE, EI, Readiness Centers and 
others; (7) continuation work on regional acceleration plans; and (8) satisfaction survey of 
educators and providers.  

 Changes to Educator and Provider Planning, include: (1) broader consultation on local 
professional development needs and sharing opportunities with public schools, HS, EI and 

others in addition to CFCEs; (2) incentives for educators to participate in coursework using 
MOUs and EEC’s career ladder; (3) regular and frequent utilization of EEC’s on-line courses 
(core competencies, preschool learning guidelines, infant and toddler guidelines, EEC language 

and literacy and QRIS); (4) an emphasis to publicize and facilitate access to opportunities 
beyond the grant (WGCH media platform, children’s museums, and library resources); and (5) 
efforts to promote anti-bias curricula and culturally and linguistically appropriate practices to 
maintain/expand workforce diversity and to increase competency in these areas. 

 Changes to Coaching and Mentoring include: (1) support evidenced based coaching and 
mentoring practices, which define qualifications, content, and duration of services; (2) 
continue building incentives with MOUs between educators and the programs that employ 
them on the mutual benefit of professional development such as train-the-trainer agreements 
to disseminate core knowledge and to imbed it in programs and recognition of educators who 
are “peer leaders” by training staff in programs who are able to influence practice; (3) 

intentional collaboration with new DHE Early Education and OST College Completion Specialist 
including degree completion for ELL educators; and (4) intentional collaboration with Regional 
Readiness Centers on academic advising and career counseling. 

 Changes to Competency Development include a focus on: (1) social- emotional 
development; (2) English language development and future development of standards; (3) 
formative assessment and data use; (4) family engagement; (5) children with high needs; (6) 
STEM; and (7) standards alignment. 

Subject to final approval by the Board, EEC anticipates issuing the FY2013 RFP in February and 
awarding grants to successful bidders in April-May, 2012. 

Board Member Craig O’Brien reported that the Planning and Evaluation committee has a very long and 
in-depth conversation about the EPS grant and recognized that the ELC application has given us an 
additional blueprint to knit the system together. She noted that the alignment between the Readiness 
Centers and EPS grantees should be an integrated system, not two separate systems and that QRIS is 
the common denominator.  Board Member Craig O’Brien added that Mr. Baimas had captured the 

committee’s questions and concerns and that the committee was supportive of the FY13 EPS goals as 
presented. 
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Board Member Wasser Gish inquired about the number of EPS grantees that also serve as Child Care 
Resource and Referral (CCR&Rs) agencies. Commissioner Killins confirmed that 3 current CCR&Rs are 
also EPS grantees. 

Chairperson Chesloff remarked that it was great to see STEM integrated into this system and 

acknowledged that Massachusetts is ahead of the curve in this area, as many other states view STEM 
as a separate initiative and not integrated into their system.  Mr. Baimas responded that it seems like 
common sense to integrate it and was glad to hear that we are ahead of the curve. 
 

b. FY 13 Child Care Resource and Referral Contract Renewal 
Relevant documents included in Board materials:   

 Child Care Resource and Referral (CCR&R) FY ’13 Contract Renewal Discussion, 

PowerPoint, dated December 13, 2011 

Anita Moeller, Regional Director of EEC’s Northeast Regional Office, welcomed the Board to Lawrence 

and provided an overview of the CCR&Rs within the context of the overall system of early education 
and care along with a brief history of the CCR&Rs in Massachusetts. Beginning in the 1970s and 
continuing into the mid-1990s, the CCR&Rs’ core services included consumer education, information 
and referral, training and technical assistance for providers, resources development, data collection 

and analyses, and policy and advocacy. During the 1980s, the state merged CCR&Rs into the Voucher 
Management System and employer supported resource and referral services expanded across the 
country via Work Family Directions. In the mid-1990s, welfare reform expanded the voucher 
management role as the primary focus of CCR&Rs.  Following 9C budget cuts in 2009, the new CCR&R 
contract was put out to bid resulting in the current three year contracts that began on July 1, 2010. As 
a result of the bid, the number of CCR&Rs decreased from 14 to 11. Additionally, this procurement 
established a new business model for CCR&R services: Level 1 - Voucher Management, Level 2 - 

Information and Referral, and Level 3 - State-wide consumer education.  

In the context of the statewide system of early education and care services, Ms. Moeller confirmed 
that of the 11 existing CCR&Rs, only 2 are lead Coordinated Family and Community Engagement 

(CFCE) grantees, 2 subcontract with their local CFCE agency, 3 are lead EPS grantees (of the other 8 
CCR&Rs: 6 are members of the EPS network in their region and 2 have subcontracts), and none of the 
CCR&Rs are affiliated with the lead Early Childhood Mental Health grantees.  

In FY2011, CCR&Rs received $561,000 in ARRA funding to support transition to their new contracts, 

implementation of efficiencies and enrollment of children in ARRA funded initiatives. Ms. Moeller 
provided the Board with FY11 CCR&R performance data.  CCR&Rs were asked to provide a strategic 
plan for FY12 targeting areas of service delivery.  Ms. Moeller presented the CCR&R goals and 
summarized performance data for the 1st quarter of FY12. 

EEC contracted with the National Association of Child Care Resource and Referral Agencies (NACCRRA) 
in November, 2011 to review the CCR&Rs’ performance in Massachusetts and to develop a plan for the 

improvement as required by the legislature. Ms. Moeller reported that the NACCRRA review process is 
underway and that the final report is due in January, 2012.   The initial findings of the NACCRRA study 
revealed that: (1) Massachusetts CCR&Rs do not meet the national definition for service delivery and 

best practice standards; (2) recruitment, training, professional development and oversight of child 
care providers is fragmented; (3) there are no standard definitions and measurable outcomes for 
services offered; (4) voucher management is labor intensive, paper laden and vulnerable to fraud; (5) 
Massachusetts is lagging behind in the use of technology in all areas of service delivery; and (6) 

access to family services for all families is confusing and disjointed.  In response to these findings, 
NACCRRA has provided the following preliminary recommendations: (1) adopt NACCRRA’s definition of 
a CCR&R; (2) adopt a managing network model through a competitive bid process; (3) consolidate all 
information and referral activities for all families through a single statewide call center and website; 
(4) ensure selected agency becomes NACCRRA Quality Assured; (5) create a single statewide, web-
based database of all early care and education programs including child care, pre-k, and Head Start 
programs; (6) adopt a web-based subsidy management system; (7) establish a single web-based 

training and technical assistance tracking system that shares data with the state professional registry 
and allows for transfer of training within the state.  NACCRRA will provide EEC with a draft report and 
a briefing on December 23rd and EEC will provide comments on the report by December 29th.  The 

NACCRA final report will be presented at the January Board meeting. 
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Ms. Moeller outlined key areas for the Board’s consideration when reviewing the FY2013 CCR&R 
contract renewal.  First, implementation of NACCRRA recommendations may result in substantial 
changes to the current CCR&R contracts, thus requiring rebidding of CCR&R services.  If CCR&R 
services are rebid, EEC will need to purchase a redefined level of service.  Geography and integration 

with other funding sources will also need consideration.  Impact on families and their access to 
subsidies must be kept in mind as any transition to a new system unfolds.  EEC may consider roll-out 
of changes in stages.  Lastly, a process for informing and gathering feedback from the field will be 
developed. 

Chairperson Chesloff reminded the Board that they may be asked to vote on proposed changes to the 
CCR&R services in January and noted that this issue has been discussed in the Policy and Research 
Committee.  

Board Member Chi-Cheng Huang questioned whether there will be cost savings from the proposed 
changes. Commissioner Killins responded that the changes would not produce savings but the funds 

would be distributed differently. Secretary Reville asked whether there will be specific 
recommendations at the January Board Meeting.  Commissioner Killins replied that there would be 
specific recommendations.  For example, there is a gap in health and safety training and requiring 
existing CCR&Rs to assume additional duties related to this area may result in a substantial contract 

change and may require a new procurement.  

Board Member Wasser Gish described the Policy and Research committee’s discussion on CCR&R 
services, stating that the report raised a number of questions. The committee agreed that EEC needs 
to develop a comprehensive vision of what the CCR&Rs should be doing and how they fit with EPS and 
CFCE grantees. She stated that if EEC is thinking about centralizing subsidy services, there needs to 
be a discussion on EEC’s capacity to do so.  Additionally, the committee wanted information about how 
these changes would impact families and stakeholders. Overall, the committee felt this was an 

opportunity to weave different facets of the system together.  

Board Member Craig O’Brien questioned if NACCRRA had reviewed our infrastructure before 
recommending that Massachusetts adopt the NACCRRAA definition of CCR&R. Commissioner Killins 

responded that the NACCRRA report is looking through a specific lens and that the recommendations 
do not look at features such as QRIS and health and safety and do not account for the work being 
done by the EPS and CFCE grantees.  

 

III. Early Education and Care Facilities – Discussion  
Relevant documents included in Board materials:   

 Massachusetts Childcare Licensing Overview, PowerPoint, dated December 13, 2011    
 Building and Infrastructure for Quality:  An Inventory of ECE and OST Facilities in 

Massachusetts, PowerPoint by the Children’s Investment Fund  
 

EEC Deputy Commissioner of Field Operations David McGrath presented a background of 
Massachusetts Early Education and Care Licensing. Massachusetts has been recognized as one of the 
nation’s leaders in licensing and the child care regulations promulgated in January, 2010 have been 

rated the strongest in the country. The regulations were cross-walked with the National Association for 
the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), National Association for Family Child Care (NAFCC), COA, 
Head Start, Department of Defense Military Child Care and other states for best practices and quality. 
The regulations were combined into one set of regulations because best practices apply across all child 

care settings. NACCRA rated EEC’s regulations as the 5th in the country in their 2011 licensing 
authority survey, behind the Department of Defense, Oklahoma, Washington DC, and Illinois. He 
provided a brief overview of important licensing practices and requirements implemented by EEC 
including unannounced complaint inspections; orientation, fire safety and other health and safety 
training for all center staff; program activities must address all six developmental domains (social, 
physical, language/literacy, cognitive/intellectual, emotional and cultural); safe sleep practices to 
prevent SIDS; and safe playground surfaces. Regarding physical facilities, EEC regulations defer to the 

State Building Code for construction of early education and care programs and require every facility, 
not located in a private residence, to have a certificate of occupancy.  Licensing staff work 
cooperatively with educators to ensure that all early education programs comply with regulations for 

all types of buildings and properties.  
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Mav Pardee, Program Director for the Children’s Investment Fund then discussed her recent report 
entitled the Inventory of ECE and OST Facilities in Massachusetts. Ms. Pardee briefly explained the 
program facilities’ standards (inspections, site location/orientation, vehicular access and parking, 
building entry, building envelope and mechanical systems, child activity space, adult work space, 

support space, environmental health, and outdoor space). The Wellesley Center for Women reviewed 
random samples and an oversample in the City of Boston to assess the building environments. The 
inventory protocol included an inventory tool consisting of regulatory standards (76 items), 
professional standards (60 items) and best practice standards (132 items), program visits with visual 
inspection by on-site insight, supplemental documentation and a program information survey. Ms. 
Pardee reported that fewer than 15% of the sites were developed for early education programs and 
that programs make modifications to meet licensing regulations.  

Ms. Pardee explained that deficiencies in acoustics and daylight affect children’s health and learning. 
Children have difficulty learning in a noisy environment.  Children in classrooms with mostly daylight 
have been shown to progress more quickly in reading and math than those in low light classrooms. 

Ms. Pardee added that indoor air quality also impacts children’s ability to learn.  Seventy percent of 
classrooms lacked sinks.  Ms. Pardee noted that classrooms with adjacent bathrooms provided an 
increase in children’s independence and teachers have more positive engagement with children.  Few 

sites had suitable outdoor space despite EEC’s requirement of an hour a day of physical activity. In 
addition, many programs lacked indoor activity space to meet this requirement during times when 
using outdoor space was not possible. Ms. Pardee noted that 18% of ECE programs lack space for staff 
to do planning, meetings or administrative work; there needs to be attractive space for teachers to 
incentivize them to stay in early childhood education.  

Ms. Pardee stated that the report was released in October, 2011 with five regional meetings conducted 
in Worcester, Springfield, Fall River, Metro Boston, and Reading. There was an outreach to public 

officials and a realization that providers cannot fund capital improvements from their operating 
budgets.  Ms. Pardee presented examples of capital funding in other states.  Some examples of 
funding sources included bond funding and capital grants.  The report provided several 
recommendations to EEC including how to (1) address hazardous conditions; (2) build partnerships 

with utility companies and focus on green improvements; (3) leverage community-development 
resources; (4) focus on quality improvement; and (5) identify a long term public capital funding 
source.  

Board Member Stanley asked Ms. Pardee to clarify what she meant by partnerships with utility 
companies. Ms. Pardee provided an example of a program that replaced its roof with a white colored 
material and added additional insulation. Because of these changes, the program received a rebate 
from the utility company.  

Board Member Huang questioned where programs might get funding.  Ms. Pardee replied that the 
funds her organization provides are low interest loans. The organization raises funds from private 

sources but they acknowledge they need to branch out to foundations and public sources to continue 
providing these loans. Currently the Children’s Investment Fund has $5M available for loans. 
Commissioner Killins asked how many programs would that money help. Ms. Pardee responded that it 
would probably serve 3 or 4 programs.  

Board Member Craig O’Brien stated that the Planning and Evaluation Committee had reviewed the 
report at their last meeting. The committee was concerned that this was a targeted sample with public 
schools and corporate sponsored programs left out. Ms. Pardee acknowledged that the latter entities 

have access to funds through other means. The study was targeted to programs that serve subsidized 
children through vouchers and contracts.  Board Member Craig O’Brien pointed out that this is a study 
of a subgroup and that the school assistance funds usually exclude preschools. In addition, the 
committee recognized that there is a need for more licensors as reflected in the FY2013 budget in 
order to support programs and provide another set of eyes. The committee also looked at what areas 
fall within the realm of EEC and what areas do not.  Ms. Pardee explained that the report is mainly 
looking at quality and not regulations; she wants programs to use the tool to assist them to determine 

what improvements are needed and what they might cost.  Board Member Craig O’Brien reminded 
Board members to also look at all the celebrations in programs.  

  

IV. Child Care Resource and Referral Agencies (CCR&Rs): Strategic Planning - Panel 
Discussion   
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  Relevant documents included in Board materials:   
 Child Care Resource and Referral Agencies Panel Discussion, Panelists Bios, December 13, 

2011 
 Response to Recommendations by the National Association of Child Care Resource & 

Referral Agencies (NACCRRA), PowerPoint by the Massachusetts Child Care Resource & 
Referral Network 

 
Commissioner Killins invited representatives from the CCR&Rs to participate in a panel discussion to 
respond to the NACCRA recommendations and address the proposed changes to the CCR&R contracts. 
Ms. Moeller introduced the panel participants: Kim Dion, Program Director at Child Care 
Resources/Seven Hills Foundation (Region 2); Cyndi Couto, Program Director at PACE/Child Care 

Works (Region 5); Sue Hamlett, Program Director at Pre-School Enrichment Team (Region 1); and 
Corrine Corso, Program Manager at Child Care Circuit (Region 3).  
 

Ms. Coutu began by explaining that the mission of the Massachusetts CCR&R network is to contribute 
to and strengthen the early childhood and school age system so that it meets the needs of all children, 
families, and educators. This is achieved through the statewide coordination and delivery of high 

quality services including information, referral and consumer education, subsidy management, 
workforce development, and training and technical assistance.  Specifically, the day-to-day work of 
the CCR&Rs includes helping parents/caregivers to take the guesswork out of finding and paying for 
child care, increasing the supply of quality child care, and helping create child care solutions for 
communities through local and regional partnerships.  The CCR&Rs share EEC’s mission to provide the 
foundation that supports all children in their development as lifelong learners and contributing 
members of the community, and supports families in their essential work as parents and primary 

caregivers.  The CCR&Rs also share EEC’s strategic goals with EEC. 
 
Ms. Couto compared the recent CCR&R studies undertaken by CAYL and NACCRRA on behalf of EEC. 
Both reports recommended that Massachusetts move toward a more coordinated and efficient state 

delivery system that focuses on access, standards and national benchmarks, and technology. With 
respect to access, both reports stated that the CCR&RS should continue to forge strong relationships 
with families, child care providers, social service providers, and employers, and use these relationships 

to connect clients and providers to other services in the community. In addition, work should be done 
to coordinate a collaborative statewide system of early childhood education and care that strengthens 
families. The CCR&Rs should improve statewide standards and benchmarks for quality; continue to 
provide support for all families through active referral and consumer education; continue to provide 
professional development for individuals and programs; continue to provide voucher management 
services in Massachusetts; and expand and improve the quality of existing databases for effective 

delivery of core services. Lastly, the CCR&RS should utilize technology to create efficiencies, improve 
and maximize the system-wide use of technology and information systems currently available, and all 
parties involved should consistently use technology to improve accuracy, efficiencies, and staff 
productivity.  The Massachusetts CCR&Rs are generally in agreement with these recommendations and 
Ms. Coutu reported that the CCR&Rs are ready to develop a plan for implementation of these 

recommendations.  
 

In addition, the Massachusetts CCR&Rs recommend implementing shared goals through a model that 
creates a collaborative statewide system but maintains regional reach to best serve families and 
programs. Ms. Couto noted that regionalization has served Massachusetts well and is used by EEC to 
carry out its work not only with the CCR&Rs but also with the EPS grantees. Regionalization provides 
critical opportunities for personal connections when technology or phone contact cannot meet all 
needs. The CCR&Rs provide culturally and linguistically appropriate support to families and 
communities they serve.  Ms. Coutu further explained that the CCR&Rs support EEC’s priorities.  They 

ensure data quality and accountability, provide excellent voucher eligibility and reassessment 
determinations confirmed through state audits, provide monthly service reports to EEC, and work 
collaboratively with EPS and CFCE grantees.  The CCR&Rs serve as trusted advisors for local 
communities; they are the “eyes and ears” to the changing needs of families and communities and 
create “feedback loops” for continuous learning and improvement.  Ms. Coutu explained that the 
CCR&Rs provide training to strengthen families, recognizing them as full partners and empowering 

their involvement in the physical, social, emotional and intellectual development of their children.  
Lastly, CCR&Rs meet unique training needs (support QRIS rollout to centers, systems and family child 
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care) and provide parent education on the MA QRIS.  The Massachusetts CCR&R Network encourages 
EEC to engage in a thoughtful discussion with key stakeholders during the third year of the existing 
contract to develop a comprehensive, coordinated plan that will best meet the needs of families, 
providers and the local community.  

 
Board Member Huang asked whether any of the recommendations could be addressed immediately or 
if they require long-term changes and must be re-bid. Ms. Couto responded that small changes could 
be implemented but establishing a managing network, for example, would be a long term change and 
would need to be re-bid.  
 
Board Member Wasser Gish expressed the concerns raised by the Policy and Research committee. As 

noted in Ms. Moeller’s earlier presentation, EEC needs to determine what its overarching vision is, 
what will the proposed changes look like in relation to other initiatives, and what impact these 
changes will have on families. The changes will need to fit within the existing system.  

 
Chairperson Chesloff asked about the next steps before the January Board meeting. Ms. Moeller 
responded that the final report from NACRRAA is due by the end of December. EEC will continue to 

work on developing more detailed recommendations.  Board Member Craig O’Brien inquired as to what 
the Board needs to have in play for February, 2012.  Commissioner Killins replied that EEC needs to 
have a general consensus from the Board in January so staff can develop the RFP to be issued in 
February, 2012. EEC recognizes that there are gaps in our system such as health and safety training, 
and that there are some agencies that are both a CCR&R and an EPS grantee that are not working 
collaboratively. Commissioner Killins asserted that changes need to be made but that these changes 
might be rolled out over time.  

 
Kim Dion asked the Board what is the timeline for the Unified IT System. Commissioner Killins 
responded that there will be some changes by January, 2012, but that EEC is not expecting to have a 
centralized subsidy system by then. Ms. Couto suggested that small changes to the contract could be 
made through a contract amendment. Commissioner Killins opined that she felt the changes were 

larger in nature.  Sue Hamlett stated that she looked forward to working with EEC on these changes.  
 

Commissioner Killins asked the panel members why the EPS, CCR&Rs and CFCE grantees do not seem 
able to talk to each other and collaborate. Ms. Hamlett replied that in Region 1, there is no delineation 
between the EPS and CCR&R staff and services but acknowledged that voucher management was not 
performed in all areas.  Ms. Couto noted that in Region 5, PACE/Child Care Works is a partner with the 
EPS grantee but is not actually the grantee.  Corrine Corso added that in Region 3, the CCR&R is only 
a subcontractor with the EPS grantees. It has been at the table for discussions, but it does not have 

any decision making power.  
 
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was 
VOTED that the meeting adjourn at 4:00 pm, subject to the call of the Chairperson.  The 
motion passed unanimously. 
 

 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
Sherri Killins, Ed.D. 
Commissioner of the Department and 
Secretary to the Board 

 
 


